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ABSTRACT
The deformation of the associative algebra of exterior forms is performed. This operation leads to a Y.B. equation. Its relation with the braid group Bn_a is analyzed. The
correspondence of this deformation with the GLv(r,^) algebra is developed.
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Recently, much interest has been given to the understanding of quantum
groups known also as q-Lie groups. They appear in several directions namely in two
dimensional conformal field theories [1], integrable models and statistical phenomena.
Moreover, they have the structure of bialgebras and were introduced as deformation
[2,3] of certain Hopf algebras [4] of classical Lie groups. The properties of these
bialgebras depend explicitly on what is called a quantum R-matrix. The latter is subject
to satisfy the Yang-Baxter (Y-B) equation [5]. An explicit expression of this matrix is
known from statistical mechanics.
In this letter, it is shown by explicit computation that the deformation of the
associative algebra of exterior forms ii(V) on a vector space V, leads to the Y-B
equation. This fact is related to the associativity of the deformed algebra ilq(V) . This
property is then motivated by some braid relations; the deformation matrix extends to
a representation of the braid group Bn_![6].
Finally, we show that the quantum group associated with the mentioned
deformation is of type GLq(r , <Z). These results agree with those obtained, in another
way, in Refs. [7,8].
We start with the study of q-deformation of the associative algebra of
differential forms ii(V) defined on a vector space V. The obtained algebra will be
denoted by iiq(V) where q is the deformation parameter. We will see that the YangBaxter equation [5] appears as a consequence of the associativity of the new wedge
product on Qq(V).
To start, let V be a vector space over the field (Zsuch that dim^ V = r and (ei,...,
er) an arbitrary basis. Let then (a1,...,00 the basis of the dual space V* such that:
ai(ej) = 8i;J

(1)

Recall that {a* ; i=l , ... , r } are nothing but one differential forms on V; then
their exterior product is given by :
a1 A aJ = a1 ® a) - oi ® a'

(2)

Here we are interested in the study of a deformation of Q.\(V) through a natural
generalization of Eq.(2), that is
&*;"& = && a) - A \ | a k ® a1

(3)

The elements A ; k | are entries of some matrix Ae End ^(V*®V*)
A(o-i® d ) = A \ | O k ® o1

(4)

O'A;~ 0) = ^'® d - A(a j ®ai)

(5)

and thus

We demand that all A1J;k| to be scalars depending on an arbitrary complex number q
referred to as the deformation parameter. Moreover, we suppose that in the limit q =1,
we have
A ij ; k| (q = 1) = 5';' 8i*

(6)

Or equivalently A = P, where P is the permutation matrix. In this situation, the
deformed product coincides with the classical one given by Eq.(2).
We now proceed to the construction of the algebra of exterior forms built out of
the deformed wedge product Eq,(3). The first remark to make is that the
skewsymmetry of the classical product given by Eq.(2) is broken. Indeed o' A;~ G) * - oi
A;~ O 1 . Thus, elements of the type G J A;~ GJ and G)A;~ ol; i*j will be viewed as
linearly independent. By Q(2);q(v) we denote the vector space generated by the set { G1
A;~ G) ; i,j=l ,..., r}. It follows that a general q-two-form reads as :
0)(2);q

=

Qjj. Q-i A -~ (jj

(7)

f

where (A^ are complex numbers.
Before proceeding to construct q-form of higher order, notice that as o* A;~ G) lies
in T(V) (The tensor algebra of V), we are led to define the overlapping between the
two operations ® andA;~. For an element of V*®V* and V*, we define their exterior
deformed product by generalizing Eq.(3), that is

(o' <8> o)) A;~ o k = o' ®

G) ®

o k - A ;i m o' ® o' ® Gm + A ;i m A ;„„ o n ®
IIII

III I

GP

<

r^

(8.a)
and
G'' A;~
;~ (oJ ® G k ) = a' ® oi ® Gk - A
A1J1J;;lm
G11 ®
®G
Gmm ®
® ookk ++ A
A)!);|;|mm A
A m ; nn pp G1 ® o n ® oP
lm G
(8.b)
The signs + or - appearing in these relations are related to the number of A .
Furthermore, the consistency of Eqs.(8) will be given in terms of braiding group
operations.
We rewrite the above formulae in a compact simple form [9]
(G 1

® G 2 ) A;~

G3

= (E - A23 + A 2 3A 12 ) G1

®O2®G3

(9.a)

G 1 A;~ (G 2 ® o 3 ) = (E - A 12 + A 1 2 A 2 3 )a'[®o2®o^

(9.b)

Now, we are in position to write the deformed product of three one forms. Some
calculations lead to the following expressions:

(a 1 A;~ a 2 ) A;~ o 3 = (E - A 2 3 + A23A12 - A12 + A12 A23 - A12 A23 A12) o 1 ® o 2 ® a 3

(10.a)
a 1 A;~ (a 2 A;~ O 3 ) = (E - A ] 2 + A 1 2 A 2 3 - A23 + A23 A12 - A23 A12 A23) a 1 ® a 2 <8> a 3

By requiring then the associativity of the new product A;~, we see that the matrix
deformation A is subject to satisfy the constraint
A12 A23 A12 = A23 A12 A23

(11)

This relation is a representation of the braid group Bn-i [6] generated by {e^ i=l,..,n-l}
with
£i e i + 1 £i = e i+1 Ej e i + 1

&

eie] = £,- e{ for I i-j I > 2

(12)

Notice that the last equality is consistent with Eqs.(9). Indeed, all permutations of type
i-H+n for n>2 are not to be considered.
The most important remark to make about Eq.ll) is that this relation is an
"equivalent" version of the Yang-Baxter equation. It is easy to check that the matrix
R=PA satisfies the Y-B equation
R12 Ri3 R23 = R23 R13 R12

(13)

In what follows, we will deal with matrix deformations A such that the matrices
R=PA are Y-B operators. Thus, the obtained deformed algebra is then an associative
one. Consequentely, an arbitrary three deformed form can be written as follows :
0>(3);q = cojjk O1 A ; ~ oi A ; ~ o k

(14)

with (Oijk arbitrary complex numbers. The space QP^CV) of all q-three-forms is then
the vector space generated by the set { c' A;" G) A;~ o k ; i,j,k =l,...,r}.
Finally and by induction on p, we set Q<P>;q(V) to be the space of deformed p-forms
>;q; these latters are given by :
= coir... i p a' 1 A;~ a12 A;~...A;~ a l P

(15)

with (flir... i p eQ. Q(p^q(V) is generated by the set {a11 A;~ a12 A;~...A;~ aV, i^...,
ip=l,.../r}.
Notice that the dimension of Q\s((p);q)(V) is greater than C\s(p;r) = \f(r!;(r-p)!p!) =
dim Q^P^q=1(V). The equality is obtained when the skewsymmetry property is
restored i. e. if and only if we have A ; k | = 8''1 8)^ i.e. A=P.

Let then ©fafcq and co(m);<l be two elements of Q<n);q(V) and Q<m);q(V), respectively.
Their exterior product co^^q A;~ c a ^ ) ^ is an element of n^ n+m ^ c l(V) and we have:
pi r ... i n Vj r ... j m a *

a2

A;

A;...A;

an

A;~

a'1

A;~

a'2

A;~...A;~

a' m

(16)
with:
.. j m a'1 A;" a'2 A;~...A;~ a'.

The deformed exterior associative algebra Qq(V) we are interested in is defined, by
analogy with the classical limit, to be the direct sum of all Q<P>'"q(V) ; p>0, i.e. :
; Q(0);q(V) = d

q

(17)

At this step, an important feature of Hq(V) appears. It is an infinite dimensional
vector space contrary to the classical case where we have
dim Q q= i(V) = 2 d i m V

(18)

An equivalent situation was encountered in ref [8] where it has been shown by
completely different construction that the space Qq(V) is infinite dimensional.
Up to now, the deformation of £2(V) = ftq=i(V) was defined through the matrix A or
equivalently the matrix R=PA. However, the matrix R is subject to satisfy just the
Yang-Baxter equation and thus R is not completely determined. Thus, we hope to find
another constraint fixing then R. The latter will be an "RTT" type equation [9] :
Rl2 ti t 2 = t2 ti R12

(19)

The above relation will be then the main tool to define the quantum group associated
to the deformed exterior associative algebra Qq(V).
Notice that the following equality is obvious
Rlj;kl 5^;P S';q = 5J;I 5i* R k '; p q

(20)

R \ , (ok ® a') (e p , eq) = (a) ® a ^ e , , e k ) R k '; pq

(21)

Eq.(20) can be written as

where {e p , p=l ,..., r} is the dual basis of {cP; p=l, ...r } .
By requiring that the Eq.(21) is unchanged under any transformation of the basis
e p -> e';p = ej ti-P

,

p = 1,2....,r = dimV

(22)

where (t»;j) are entries of a certain matrix (for instance) of GL(r,<£). One can check that

the t's satisfy the constraint
R\,

tk;p t';q = tM p * Rkl;pq

(23)

The meaning of the above equation is that the elements t>;j do not in fact2 commute
and so can be used to construct an associative algebra generated by r elements
satisfying Eq.(23). Notice that the associativity of this algebra follows from the Y-B
Eq.(13). The latter algebra is denoted by GLq(r,C).
This result agrees with one obtained in Ref.[7]. There it was shown with a different
approach that the quantum group associated to fiq(p) is of type GLq(r,C).
Finally, we note that an extension of this work can be developed on a general
manifold V rather than a vector space. This may lead to the construction of a quantum
differential calculus on V. This question will be examined elsewhere [10].
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